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Introduction and Motivation
Major Distributed Systems
General Networks (The Internet)
Cloud Datacenter Networks
Hybrid P2P Networks
Have grown fast and complex
Aggregate estimated inter-domain Internet traffic volume
90-110 Tbps (as of February 2011)*
Google, Facebook, Amazon, etc
Growing 40-45% per year*
Can cause serious resource congestion problems
If no good congestion control and routing schemes
*Craig Labovitz: http: // www. monkey. org/ ~ labovit/ papers/ gpf_ 2011. pdf
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Consequences
Many challenges on how to deal with traffic congestion and routing.
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Problem summary
How to best avoid congestion and minimize data transfer time?
Exiting schemes have major limitations (Prelim talk and thesis).
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Challenges: Cloud Datacenter Networks
Problems:
Which path and at what rate?
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Challenges (Constraints):
Network level Max/Min fairness
QoS provisioning
Detect network level SLA
violation
Less infrastructure changes
Metadata management
Power efficiency
Problem summary
How to best avoid congestion and minimize data transfer time?
Exiting schemes have major limitations (Prelim talk and thesis).
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Challenges: Hybrid P2P Networks
Problems:
Which path and at what rate?
CDN
Big Content
Source Peer
Internet
Source
Destination
Possible Source/Destination
path path
path
path
Cross
traffic
Challenges (Constraints):
Network Max/Min fairness
QoS provisioning
Detect network SLA violation
Less infrastructure changes
Content index management
Efficient incentives
Problem summary
How to best avoid congestion and minimize data transfer time?
Exiting schemes have major limitations (Prelim talk and thesis).
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Our Approach: Rate Based Cross-Layer
Fair (proportional)
rate metric derived
Sources use it to
adjust their sending
rates
Routers use it as a
link weight metric
Different architectural
extensions for
General networks
Cloud datacenter
networks
Hybrid P2P
networks
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aThanks Professor Klara Nahrstedt for the design of figure.
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Statement
Thesis Statement
There exist cross-layer routing and congestion control schemes for
distributed systems using an efficient rate metric which offers a fair
share to flows resulting in decreased average file transfer time under
multiple constraints.
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Framework
Thesis Framework
Efficient Cross−Layer Routing and Congestion Control Architectures
for Distributed Systems
Derivations 
Rate Metric ES (PS)
QoS
Trace−based expts
Multi−bottlneck experiments
Expts aginst XCP (Distns)
Algorithms
QCP
Server Selection Expt & Analysis
Comparisons against TCP−based
Trace−based experiments
Distns−based experiments
Before Prelim
After Prelim
Hybrid P2P Networks (Hincent)
QCP Expt & Analysis
General Networks (QCP)
QCP OpenFlow algorithms
Cloud Datacenter Networks (SCDA)
More experiments
Rate Metric
Derivations 
Congestion Control
Expt & Analysis
Algorithms for general topologies
Server Selection Expt & Analysis
Comparisons against RandTCPs
Trace−based experiments
Distns−based experiments
SCDA refinments (max/min, SLA, etc)
Rate Metric
Derivations 
Congestion Control
Expt & Analysis
SCDA Algorithms Hincent Algorithms
CIM Implementation (Apache SQL, PHP)
Hincent using surrogate servers
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Outline
Our Proposed Solutions for
General networks
Presented in prelim & thesis.
Omitted from this talk.
Cloud datacenter networks
Hybrid P2P Networks
Experimental Results
Against well known schemes.
Conclusion and Future Work
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Problems
Which path and at what rate?
Solution
path1
path2
Destination/Source Servers
Source/Destination
Server1 Server2
Ethernet 
Switch
Ethernet 
Switch
Ethernet 
Switch
if (Rpath1 > Rpath2)
else
path = path1− > Server = Server1
path = path2− > Server = Server2
R22
R11
Rpath = max(Rpath1,Rpath2)
R12
R21
R01
Rpath1 = min(R01,R11,R12) Rpath2 = min(R01,R21,R22)
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Problems
Which path and at what rate?
Solution
path1
path2
Destination/Source Servers
Source/Destination
Server1 Server2
Ethernet 
Switch
Ethernet 
Switch
Ethernet 
Switch
if (Rpath1 > Rpath2)
else
path = path1− > Server = Server1
path = path2− > Server = Server2
R22
R11
Rpath = max(Rpath1,Rpath2)
R12
R21
R01
Rpath1 = min(R01,R11,R12) Rpath2 = min(R01,R21,R22)
Name
We call our cross-
layer approach for
datacenter networks
SLA-aware Cloud Dat-
acenter Architecture
(SCDA)
Publications
Middleware’09:
Poster
HPDC 2013: Poster.
IEEE NAS 2013: Full
paper accepted.
Under submission:
Extended version.
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Our Approach: Cloud Datacenter Networks (2)
SCDA Components
Primergy Primergy Primergy Primergy
Primergy
PrimergyPrimergyPrimergy
Primergy Primergy
RM RM RM RM RM RM RM RM RM RM
FES
BSBS BS BS BS BS BS BS BS
UCL
RA
RA RA RA RA
RA
RA
NNS NNS NNS
BS
NNS
Logical 2 sided
Logical 1 sided
PhysicalSwitch
Ethernet 
Switch
Ethernet 
Switch
Ethernet 
Switch
Ethernet 
Switch
Ethernet 
Switch
Ethernet 
Switch
Ethernet 
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SCDA Components
Primergy Primergy Primergy Primergy
Primergy
PrimergyPrimergyPrimergy
Primergy Primergy
RM RM RM RM RM RM RM RM RM RM
FES
BSBS BS BS BS BS BS BS BS
UCL
RA
RA RA RA RA
RA
RA
NNS NNS NNS
BS
NNS
Logical 2 sided
Logical 1 sided
PhysicalSwitch
Ethernet 
Switch
Ethernet 
Switch
Ethernet 
Switch
Ethernet 
Switch
Ethernet 
Switch
Ethernet 
Switch
Ethernet 
Notations:
UCL = User client
FES = Front end server
NNS = Name node server
BS = Block (data) server
RM = Resource monitor
RA = Resource allocator
Control Communications
RM ↔ RA
RA ↔ RA
Infrastructure changes
No changes on routers & TCP/IP
packet headers.
Metadata Mgt
FES and multiple NNSs
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SCDA: Path and path rate
RM RM
RA
RA
R10d ,u
Rˆ11d ,u
R10d ,u
Rˆ10d ,u
Kept at RM
Kept at RA
S10d ,u =
∑
j S
0j
d ,u
S10d ,u
S
11
d ,u
Rˆ20d ,u = max(Rˆ
10
d ,u, Rˆ
11
d ,u)
Rˆ10d ,u = min(max(Rˆ
00
d ,u, Rˆ
01
d ,u),R
10
d ,u)
Rˇ01d ,u = min(Rˆ
01
d ,u,R
10
d ,u)Rˇ00d ,u = min(Rˆ
00
d ,u,R
10
d ,u)
Rˆ00d ,u
S01d ,u =
∑
i Rˆ
01
d ,u(i)S00d ,u =
∑
i Rˆ
00
d ,u(i)
Rˆ01d ,u
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RA
R10d ,u
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Serving external write request
RM
UCL
FES
NNS
RA
BS
RM
BS7. R
8.  rcvw = R BS
10. R UCL
11. R UCL
x  RTTUCL12. cwnd = R 1. ID
2. hash(ID)
3. Which BS?
4. This BS.
?BS
?
x  RTT
5. ID
6. R
13. Writing.
9. Hi!
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Our Approach: Cloud Datacenter Networks (4)
The rate
Rnm = Rˆ
nm
d ,u = Rd ,u(t) =
Cd,u−
qd,u (t−τ)
τ
Nˆd,u(t−τ)
Max/Min: Fractional flows
Nˆd ,u(t − τ) =
Sd,u(t)
Rd,u(t−τ)
=
∑Nd,u(t−τ)
j
R jd,u(t)
Rd,u(t−τ)
QoS, SLA check
Sd ,u(t) =
∑Nd,u(t−τ)
j ℘
j
d ,uR
j
d ,u(t)
Power Efficiency
Active/passive contents
And select a server with highest rate to power
ratio,
Rpath
P(t)
Content transfer pricePower
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Notations:
Cd,u = Link capacity
qd,u(t) = Queue size
τ = Control interval
Nd,u(t) = Number of
flows
℘jd,u =
R
j
d,u
(t+τ)
R
j
d,u
(t)
=
Priority weight of flow j
R jd,u(t) = Rate of flow j
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Our Approach: Cloud Datacenter Networks (5)
SCDA MaxMin fairness example
Cu = 100pkts/sec
qu(t) = 0pkts
τ = 1sec
Nu = 3
R1u (t) = 10,R
2
u = 50,R
3
U = 50 pkts/sec
℘u1 = ℘
u
2 = ℘
u
3 = 1
Ru(t − τ) = 50 pkts/sec
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SCDA MaxMin fairness example
Cu = 100pkts/sec
qu(t) = 0pkts
τ = 1sec
Nu = 3
R1u (t) = 10,R
2
u = 50,R
3
U = 50 pkts/sec
℘u1 = ℘
u
2 = ℘
u
3 = 1
Ru(t − τ) = 50 pkts/sec
100 pkts/sec
10 pkts/sec
50 pkts/sec
50 pkts/sec
Then SCDA rate is
R(t) = 10010
50
+ 50
50
+ 50
50
= 45.45 pkts/sec.
Processor sharing (PS):
R(t) = 1003 = 33.33 pkts/sec.
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Our Approach: Cloud Datacenter Networks (6)
SCDA MaxMin fairness: Efficient
Sharing
Our fractional flow approach to achieve
MaxMin Fairness is called Efficient
Sharing (ES) in the thesis.
Given a resource with capacity X
units/sec to be shared by N sources,
One can also set R(t − τ) = X
N
, which is
the processor sharing rate.
Each source’s bottleneck fair (ES) share
rate is denoted with R j (t).
We also have R j (t) < R(t − τ) as a
source j cannot send higher than its
bottleneck fair share.
Then the ES rate, R(t) can be given as
R(t) = X∑N
j
(
Rj (t)
R(t−τ)
)
= X
2
N
∑N
j
R j (t)
.
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SCDA MaxMin fairness: Efficient
Sharing
Our fractional flow approach to achieve
MaxMin Fairness is called Efficient
Sharing (ES) in the thesis.
Given a resource with capacity X
units/sec to be shared by N sources,
One can also set R(t − τ) = X
N
, which is
the processor sharing rate.
Each source’s bottleneck fair (ES) share
rate is denoted with R j (t).
We also have R j (t) < R(t − τ) as a
source j cannot send higher than its
bottleneck fair share.
Then the ES rate, R(t) can be given as
R(t) = X∑N
j
(
Rj (t)
R(t−τ)
)
= X
2
N
∑N
j
R j (t)
.
Then SCDA rate for the example above, in
the first iteration (round) becomes
R(t) = 10010
33.33
+ 33.33
33.33
+ 33.33
33.33
= 43.48 pkts/sec.
In the second iteration (round)
R(t) = 10010
43.48
+ 43.48
43.48
+ 43.48
43.48
= 44.84 pkts/sec.
Values of ES rate in next iterations (rounds
or RTTs)
44.9842555105713, 44.9984250551231,
44.9998425005512, 44.9999842500055,
Generalized Efficient Sharing (GES)
With priority weight, ℘j of flow j , the GES
rate R(t) can be given as
R(t) = X∑N
j
(
℘j Rj (t)
R(t−τ)
)
= X
2
N
∑N
j
℘jR j (t)
. Then
source j ’s weighted share becomes ℘jR(t).
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Problems
Which path and at what rate?
Solution
Server2Server1 Destination/Source Servers
path1
path2
Source/Destination
Internet
if (Rpath1 > Rpath2)
else
path = path1− > Server = Server1
path = path2− > Server = Server2
R22
Rpath = max(Rpath1,Rpath2)
R12
R01
Rpath1 = min(R01,R12)
Rpath2 = min(R01,R22)
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Name
We call our incentivized
cross-layer approach for
hybrid P2P networks Hin-
cent.
Publications
IEEE CCNC’13: Full
paper published.
Under submission:
Extended version.
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The Hincent Architecture
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Internet
Big Content
Source Peer
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Our Approach: Hybrid P2P Networks (2)
The Hincent Architecture
Primergy
CDN
PA
PA
PAPA
PA
PA
CIM
PA
Internet
Big Content
Source Peer
Infrastructure changes
No changes on routers & TCP/IP packet
headers.
Peer Agent (PA)
Sends peer resources info to CIM
Updates rate and price metrics
Sends updated metrics to CIM
Sends content request to CIM (on behalf of
its peer)
Content Index manager (CIM)
Stores content indices
Finds content source (path) and rates
Updates content rate, price metrics and
tables
Maintains amounts to earn and to pay for
each peer
Allows peer to decrypt content if it has
enough credit
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Our Approach: Hybrid P2P Networks (4)
The rate
Rd ,u(t) =
Cd,u−
∑Nd,u
j M
j
d,u
∑Nd,u
j n
j
d,u
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Our Approach: Hybrid P2P Networks (4)
The rate
Rd ,u(t) =
Cd,u−
∑Nd,u
j M
j
d,u
∑Nd,u
j n
j
d,u
Max/min fairness: Fractional flows
nku =
{
Rkd
Rku
if Rkd < R
k
u ,
1 otherwise.
nkd =
{
Rku
Rkd
if Rku < R
k
d ,
1 otherwise.
Per flow rate
R iu = M
i
u + n
i
uRu(t).
Notations:
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The rate
Rd ,u(t) =
Cd,u−
∑Nd,u
j M
j
d,u
∑Nd,u
j n
j
d,u
Max/min fairness: Fractional flows
nku =
{
Rkd
Rku
if Rkd < R
k
u ,
1 otherwise.
nkd =
{
Rku
Rkd
if Rku < R
k
d ,
1 otherwise.
Per flow rate
R iu = M
i
u + n
i
uRu(t).
Notations:
Cd,u = Link capacity
M jd,u = Minimum rate
qd,u(t) = Queue size
τ = Control interval
Nˆd,u = Number of flows
Rd
k
= 50 pkts/sec Ru
k
k
u
= 50/100 = 0.5 flown
n d
k
= 1 flow
Internet
= 100 pkts/sec
Destination
Source
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Our Approach: Hybrid P2P Networks (4)
The QoS rate
Rd ,u(t) =
Cd,u−
∑Nd,u
j M
j
d,u
∑Nd,u
j ℘
j
d,un
j
d,u
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The QoS rate
Rd ,u(t) =
Cd,u−
∑Nd,u
j M
j
d,u
∑Nd,u
j ℘
j
d,un
j
d,u
Per flow QoS rate
R id ,u = M
i
d ,u + n
i
d ,u℘
i
d ,uRd ,u(t).
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Our Approach: Hybrid P2P Networks (4)
The QoS rate
Rd ,u(t) =
Cd,u−
∑Nd,u
j M
j
d,u
∑Nd,u
j ℘
j
d,un
j
d,u
Per flow QoS rate
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The QoS rate
Rd ,u(t) =
Cd,u−
∑Nd,u
j M
j
d,u
∑Nd,u
j ℘
j
d,un
j
d,u
Per flow QoS rate
R id ,u = M
i
d ,u + n
i
d ,u℘
i
d ,uRd ,u(t).
Incentives
E˜ := E˜ + contentSize × pd ,u(t);
Per packet price
pd ,u(t) =
pd,u(t−τ)×Rd,u(t−τ)
Rd,u(t)
E˜ = Credit earned
P˜ = Amount to pay
pd,u(t) = Per packet price
℘jd,u = Priority weight of flow j .
Server Selection
Select server with highest rate to price ra-
tio, Kd,u(t) = Rd,u(t)/pd,u(t)
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Propagation delay of datacenter links is 10µsec.
SCDA implemented in the NS2 simulator
Using C++ and OTCL
Experiments
Expts using video and
datacenter traffic traces
Using Poisson flow arrival
and Pareto file size distns
Comparisons against
schemes based on TCP and
random server selection
(RandTCP) such as
VL2 (A. Greenberg
et. al,
SIGCOMM’09),
Hedera (Al-Fares et.
al, NSDI’10).
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Expt Description & Observation
CDN traces for flow arrival (T. Mori et. al,
TMA’10) and sizes (R. Torres et. al, ICDCS’11)
YouTube video and control flows
Arrivals to 20 of 2138 YT servers
X = 0.5Gbps, K = 3
SCDA outperforms existing schemes!
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Using datacenter traces
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Using datacenter traces
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Using datacenter traces
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IMC’10) and file sizes (A. Greenberg et. al,
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Observation
SCDA outperforms existing schemes!
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Network topology
Primergy
CDN
PA
PA
PAPA
PA
PA
CIM
PA
Internet
Big Content
Source Peer
peer BW = 15Mbps
CDN BW = npeers x 15Mbps
Prop delays from
PlanetLab traces
Avg CDN bandwidth price
= $0.176 per GB of traffic
(Amazon CloudFront)
Initial peer bandwidth
price =
avg cdnPrice/(2 ∗ npeers)
Description
Implemented Hincent protocol in NS2
Implemented Hincent CIM using
Apache SQL server
Compared Hincent against well known
hybrid P2P schemes
PACE: Peer-Assisted Content
Distribution with Prices (C. Aperjis et.
al, TON ’11)
Lacks fair exchange of content for
payment
Dandelion: Cooperative Content
Distribution with Robust Incentives
(M. Sirivianos et. al, TON ’09)
Uses fixed pricing mechanism
Both rely on TCP (TCP-based
schemes)
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Results: Hybrid P2P Networks (2)
Pure CDN Vs Hincent
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Pure CDN Vs Hincent
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Using some big files
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Expt Description & Observation
With 8 files: Content (file) i has size of
500i KB and chunk size of 50i KB ,
requested at the same time, popularity
= 5, inter chunk time = 0.5 seconds.
Hincent achieves lower content chunk
transfer time (CCT)
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Using traces
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Using traces
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Expt Description & Observations
Content size (R. Torres et. al, ICDCS’11),
popularity (X. Cheng et. al, IWQoS’08) and
arrival processes obtained from traces
(YouTube files) (T. Mori et. al, TMA’10)
Arrival rates to 1 and 10 YouTube
servers out of 2138 (to scale our
simulation)
Hincent achieves faster content
transfer time than TCP based (PACE,
Dandelion)
More YouTube servers in the simulation
⇒ higher request rate ⇒ lower average
file completion time (AFCT).
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Pricing
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Pricing
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Expt Description & Observations
Amount to spend = Amount earned -
amount to pay.
Top plot with 1 YT server
Bottom plot with 10 YT servers
Most peers do not have to spend
money to download GB of data
More peers means less peers spend
more money (More seeders)
Less peers means some peers download
content from CDN (expensive).
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3D Streaming
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3D Streaming
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3D Streaming
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Expt Description & Observations
With 6 streams
Each stream demands 1Mbps
minimum (M jd ,u)
Stream i has priority 1/i
Plot shows Hincent prioritized
rate allocation and enforcement!
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CIM prototype implementation:
Query latency from peers to CIM
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CIM prototype implementation:
Query latency from peers to CIM
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Expt Description
Ubuntu virtual machines
quad 4 with 1GB RAM
Used 1 million records in each
CID table
Expt Description & Observations
Latency from peer to SQL server
is 1ms
Peer VM requests for contentKey
from CIM (SQL server)
Content ID cont132912 is first
requested key (spike)
Spike disappears with other
requests
May be SQL server caches
session and keeps table in
memory.
Even with such VMs, resolving a
query does not take too long.
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Conclusion and Future Work
We presented efficient rate centric cross-layer routing and congestion control
architectures for major distributed systems
We implemented the architectures for all three distributed systems in the NS2
simulator.
Our detailed packet level trace-driven experiments show that our architectures
outperform well known existing schemes (throughput and content transfer time)
General networks: By upto 30%
Cloud datacenter networks: By upto 60% and 50% respectively
Hybrid P2P networks: By upto 30%
Our basic prototype implementation of our hybrid P2P schemes using Apache
SQL server demonstrates protocol scalability.
Large scale implementation and testing of our rate centric cross-layer schemes
is left for future work.
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